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Calculating p-adic orbital integrals on groups of
synlplectic sinlilitudes in four variables

Michael Schröder

In this paper we address the problem of calculating orbital integrals on groups of synlplectic
silnilitudes over a local field. Orbital integrals usually appcar when one WaJlts to count the
nlunber of ele1nents of arithnletic objects by analytic 111eans. For instance, as a consequence
of reccnt work of h~ottwitz [KoS], the nl1111ber of points 1110d p of certain nl0duli spaces
of Abelian varieties over the field of rational nlll11bers can be counted using adelic orbital
integrals on the groups of sY111plectic sirnilitudcs. This fits iuto a bigger picture. To certain
linear groups over nunlber fields, in particular to the groups of syrnplectic sinlilitucles,
there are associated Shi1llura varieties which are algebraic varieties of both analytical and
arith1netic nature. Since these varicties are analytical objects, therc is an autol1l0rphic L
fUl1ction in the sense of Langlands associated to theIn. On the other hand, being aritlunetic
objects they have a Hasse-\Veil zeta function. Langlands conjectured essentially that these
two functions should bc equal, and he initiated the approach to prove this conjecture via
the trace fornulla. Suitably l1l0dified, the conjecture was recently verified by this lllethod
for the groups of unitary si1nilitudes in three variables [M]. The most intriguing difficulties
encountered in the approach via the trace fonnula are caused by the local orbital integrals.
It is in fact the orbital integrals over sernisilllpie conjugacy classes which appear' here and
are to be dealt with.
A typicallocal orbital integral is defined as thc integral of a Hecke operator over a conjugacy
dass in a reductive group. Recall that a Hecke operator is a slnooth, c01npactly supportecl
function on the group, bi-invariant under a particular 1naxilnal cornpact subgroup. In
Langlands theory one furthenllore seeks to replace syste1natically plain orbital integrals
by certain stable orbital integrals. While orbital integrals are usually very hard to handle,
stable orbital integrals are detennined by invar'iant data and are easier to deal with.
In the first part of the paper we classify the stable conjugacy classes of 1naxi1nal tori in
the groups of syn1plectic siInilitudes GSp(2n) and describe a set of representatives for
theIn. "VVe have to e1nbed these tori into GSp(2n). This we approach froln a nl0re general
perspective. Taken up to conjugacy these enlbedclings are para1netrized by the conjugacy
classes within the corresponding stable conjugacy class. A probleIn is that the stable
conjugacy dass C of such a torus consists in general of several conjugacy classes. \·Ve
construct for C a group which contains any of the conjugacy dasses in GI. On these groups
we base a two-step methoel to calculate explicitly local orbital integrals in sections three
and two. In section foul' we calculate an orbital integral using this method for one dass
of anisotropie tori in GSp(4). We also find evidence for the qualitative description of the
properties of orbital versus stable orbital integrals given above.

o. Notation: With the exeption of thc first scction, F will denote a non-archi1nedean
local field with unifonuizing ele1nent 7f, ring of integers CJ F anel residue field k(F). "VVe
write U(F) for the set of units in CJ F. The orcler on F is nonnalized such that ord 7f = 1,
anel 17f1 = l/#k(F) = q-l.

Let I be the involution on A1(2n, F), the 2n by 2n matrices with coefficients in F, defineel
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by

with1(9) = J- 1
• tg . .J J = (;n -~n).

The group GSp(2n, F) of synlplectic silnilitucles is the set of 3011 9 in M(2n., F) such that
tg . J . 9 = J.l(g) . J or equivalently such that I (g) . 9 = fl(g) . E2n .

(1)

1. The tori Te and the groups He: In this section we show how to classify sta
hle conjugacy classes C of Inaxilnal F -tori in GSp(2n). vVe further construct a special
representative TC of the tori in C. Then \ve iclentify a group Hc into which TC elnbecls
naturally. The group Hc is unique up to conjugacy. One of the key properties of He is
that any conjugacy dass in C cOlltains a cOlljugate in He of TC.

For this section only, we let F bc any perfect fielel. \\Te fix furthennore astahle conjugacy
class C of Inaxllnal F -tori in GSp(2n).

(1.1) VVe classify no\v the stable conjugacy classes C of maxünal F-tori in GSp(2n) in
ternlS of algebras with involution. For this, let T be a torus in C and let s in T(F) be a
regular elenlel1t in GSp(2n ). Note that 8 is regular in GL (211. ), too. The centralizer C (8) of
8 in A1(2n, F) is isolnorphic to the algebra F[s], since F[s] is a seluisiluple, cOlunlutative
subalgebra of nutxilnal clitnension in A1(2n, F). Now F[s] is isomorphie to the ring of
polynoluials F[T] nlodulo the ideal generated by the luinil11al polynolllial of 8. Let E =
Ec clenote the set consisting of the extension fields E of F defined by and inclexed by
a11 irreducible factors (taken with their Inultiplicities) of the luinirnal (=characteristic)
polynomial of s. Then P[s] is isol11orphic to the direct product Ac of E, so that we get

Ac = II {E : E E t: } ~ F[T] / (min~~~i~o~[nmial) .
\~Te define the F-torus Te by taking the irnage of T(F) in Ac as its F-rational points. So
TC(P) consists of a11 elelnents in Ac which satisfy the sYluplecticity condition iluposecl by
1:

(2) TC(P) = {a; E Ac: 1(x)· x =J.l E P*}.

One is thus led to study the action of 1 on the elements of E separately. V\Te reluark that
this is done in [5, I<apitel 5J for a general senlisirnple elelnent in GSp(2n, P).
In the present situation, with 8 regular, there are clearly two possible cases for each E in
E

(GL) E belongs to a pair offields (E, E') with E, E' in E which 1 interchanges. Note
that 1(E) = E'. Necessarily then, E = E', and 1 restriets to an involution
on E xE. One checks that there is an autonlorphislll (jE of E Sueh that
I (x, y) = (aEI (y), a E (.'C)) on E xE.

(U) 1 restricts to a non-trivial involution O"E on E.

Therefore, let 9 denote the set consisting of a11 pairs (E, E') as in (GL) and let U denote
the set consisting of aU E as in (U). Then
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as disjoint union. We will identify below TC as a subtorus of thc product of tori associated
to the elel11ents in 9 anel U. These are constructed by solving I(x)x = I-l separatelyon
each of the corresponding factors of Ac. Vve describe thenl now in a 1110re precise way.

(1.2) The tori TExE associated to data in 9: VVe will show that the tori in each
factor of Ac indexed by eleluents of 9 are in a natural way tori of generallincar groups.
So fix (E,E) in 9. Solving (p,J-l) = I(x,y)' (x,y) = (aE1(y)x,aE(x)y) on E x E shows
that the F-torus TExE associated to this pair is iS0l1l0rphie to RBIF (Gm)E X (Gm)p,
a. typieal anisotropie 11lOelulo center torus of GLF(E) X F*. V.,Te will show that in fact
C;LF(E) X F* itself clubeels naturally into GSp(2n). Morc precisely, we dainl that after
fixing a suitable basis on E X E the following eliagranl

(x, J.l) f-f (;,;, J-l . O"E(X- l ))

E* X F* ~ TExE(F)

(3) 1 1
GLp(E) X F* ~ LExE(F) ~ GLp(E) x GLF(E)

(x,p) f-f (X,J-l.tX- I )

cOlunnItes, where the verticalluaps are thc canonical indusions. This rneans in particular
that 0" E has order two if [E : F] 2:: 2. Note further that there is up to conjugacy at lUOSt
one enlbedding ofTExE into both LExE anel GSp(2n), since the first Galois coholnology of
TExE vanishes by Hilbert 90. To construct such a lnap, ancl thereby prove the clajlll, recall
that there is a standard \vay of elubedcliug GLp(E) iuto GSp(2n). \\Te fix a syn1pleetic
fonn ßEx E on Ex E such that there is a basis (Cl, 0), ... ,(ee, 0), (0,/1), ... , (0, le) of Ex E
sYlnplectic with rcspect to this fonn. On the factor B of Ac con1plelnentary to E x E fix
the sYlnplectic fonn ßB illducecl by the sYluplectic involution I. Extend the sYlnplectic
basis on E x E to a basis of Ac synlplectic with respect to ßB x ßExE. Thcn GLp(E)
elubeds into a Levi factor of GSp(2n) as describecl in (3). This cOlllpletes the proof.

(1.3) The basic tori Tb(E, aE) associated to data in U: VVe will show that the tori
in each factor of Ac indexed by eleluents of U celue from tori in ullitary groups. So let E
in U and let (J" E be the restrietion of I to E. Solving J-l = I(.'l:) . ,'l: = aE( x) . X on E we gct
the basic torus Tb(E, aE) associatecl te (E, aE) whieh is defined by

(4) Tb(E,aE)(F) = lViEIE+(F*) = {x E E* : lVEIE+(x) E F*}

where E+ is the fixe cl field of 0" E in E and lVEI E+ (x) = aE (x) . x. In particular, each
basic torus is containecl in a typical torus of a group of unitary similitudes over E+. This
inclusion will be striet in general duc to the conclitions on the similarity charaeter of
Tb(E, a E).

Fron1 a luore functorial point ofview, Tb(E, aE) is clefinecl by luaking the following pullback
cliagratu

incl
Tb (E, a E ) ------+ REI F (Gm ) E

(5) 1J.I E 1RE+/ p ( NE / E + )
Ll

(Gm)F ------+ RE +I F (Gm)E+

COlumute in which ~ is the diagonal elubeclding ef (Gm)F ancl J--lE denotes the siluilarity
character.
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In contrast to the general linear case considerecl in (1.2), it is a problem to coustruct
eillbeddings of a basic torus into GSp(2n), and a further problelll to get aU elnbedclings
up to conjugacy. The seconcl of these problelus is is due to the easy fact that the first
Galois cohon1910gy group of such a torus is (E+) */ F* . NEI E+ (E *), anel so is not trivial
in general. To acldress the first problenl, wc will describe a systenlatic way to coustruct
Clnbeddings via well-known 1110difiecl trace forols.

For any non-zero elenlent a in the (-1 )-eigenspacc E- of a E on E, define the bilinear
form BE(a) on E by

(6)

This fOl'l11 is in fact sYlllplectic: since a is non-zero it is non-degenerate, since a IS In
E- it is alternating. It has the crucial property that Tb(E,aE)(F) = jV'E/E+(P*) is the

set of elements in E synlplectic with respect to BE(a): for t in E* anel I-l in F* wc havc
BE(a)(tx, ty) = (l . BE(a)(x, y) on E x E if allel only if lVEIE+(t) is in F*. In this case
IL = .NEIE+ (t).
The argulnent of (1.2) now shows 111utatis 111utandis that fixing a basis on E sYIuplectic
with respect to BE(a) defines a nlap to GSp(2n), which eI11beds specifically the basic torus
Tb(E, (JE) as a torus in GSp(2n). In (1.7) \ve will address this embedding problelu in fu11
generality.

(1.4) The torus TC associated to C: Vve put together the tori associated to the single
factors of Ac to obtain a bettel' description of TC in tenns of data fronl C only. Fronl
the description in (2) it is dear that TC is a subtorus of the product of a11 the tori TEx E

inelexed by 9 anel a11 the basic tori indexecl by U. More precisely, TC consists of a11 elements
in this proeluct having the same siluilarity factors. From a functorial point of view, TC is
therefore defil1ed by Inakil1g the following pullback diagram

(7)

TC = Ti! X Tg
L

lJlC

(Gm)F

incl
--------t TI 11 Tb (E, aE) X TI 9 TE x E

1rIllE XnJlExE

~ (Gm)F U
x (G m)F9

I

l

(
~

1

comll1ute, where ~ is the diagonal elnbedding of (Gm)F anel J-1* denote the various SiIll
ilarity characters. Thereby we get a natural deC0I11position of TC into a unitary part
Tg and apart Tg L of general linear type. vVe would like to thil1k that the similarity
factor of an eleluent in TC is eletenuined by the shnilarity factors of its unitary part. If U
is enlpty we set fornlally Tg = (Gm) F to exclude pathologies.

(1.5) General aspects ofthe group He associated to C: Our motivation for defining
the groups He COInes from the unitary part of TC. This part of TC has a very special
structure in that it is detennineel by tori of GL(2). Nalnely, a basic torus is given by
the subgroup IVE/E+(F*) of a typical torus E* of GL2 (E+). But whereas E* has up to

conjugacy a unique eillbeelding into GL 2 (E+), an embedding of a basic torus into GL 2 (E+)
will not be uniqlle up to conjugacy in general. So it seClllS plausible that the conjllgacy
dasses within the stahle conjllgacy dass of elnbeeldings of Ti! into GSp(2n) already can be
seen in the product of thc respective GL2 (E+). The group He is our attelnpt to lnake this
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(10)

notion rigorous. Again it naturally decolllposes into a unitary part and apart of general
linear type

(8) He = Hg x Hg L
.

In analogy to the construction of T[jL, there is a natural candidate for HgL. Essentially
this is the Levi factor of the sYlnplectic group which contains Tg L . 110re formally, Hg L

is the group of all elclllents in the product TI" LExE having the salne similarity factors.
The cfucial step is now the construction of tEe unitary part, which will be given in the
next section.

(1.6) Construction of the unitary part of He: Ass1ll11e for Silllplicity E = U. First
we have to Pllt together the data used to define basic tori in (1.3). For any E in E, let E+
anel E - be the (+1)- aJlel (-1 )-eigenspaces of a E, respectively. This gives a decolnposi tion
Ac = A6 EB Ac in the (+1)- anel (-l)-eigcnspace of the synlplectic involution I ~ TI aS.

For any invcl'tible Cl = (aE) in Ac define the sYlllplectic fornl Be(a) on the F-space Ac
as the Sll111 of the forms BE(aE) in (6), so that Be(a) is given by

(9) Be(a)((XE),(YE)) = LEtl'E/f((cE·(LE·aE(YE)) = LEBE(aE)(xE,YE).

The torus TC which we want to el11bed into GSp(2n) (01' bettel' its F~rationalpoints) sits in
the product TI CL E+ (E) which in turn erllbecls into the diagonal TI CL F(E) of GLF (Ac).
\"le take care of this product structure ancl first clainl that for each E in E the followil1g
diagrarl1

HE(F) = C;L2 (E+) nC;Sp(BE(aE)) ----+ GSp(BE(aE))

1dets + 1/1
F* F*

comllllltes. In particulal', HE is then independent of thc choice of the synlplectic fonn
BE(aE) and

(11) HE(F) = {g E GLE+(E) : det g E P* }.

This is IUOSt easily seen by fixing a basis e+, e_ of E over E+ with e+ in E+ and e_ in E-.
Since trE/E+(e_) = 0 and e=- is an elelllent of E+, we get BE(aE)(x, y) = -trE/F(aE .
det(x, y) . e+e_) = -trE/F(aE . x 1\ y) for all x, y in E, and by abuse of notation in the
last equality. Clearly then, gin GL2 (E+) satisfies BE(aE)(gx,gy) = J.l. BE(aE)(x,y) on
E x E for an elel11cnt fl in F if anel only if dct 9 is all'cacly in F. In this case J.l = clet!J.
This proves what we clainled in (10) and (11).

R.ell1embering the hypothesis E = U, the group Hg is now defined by 111aking the pullback
diagrarl1

Hg ----+ TIEEU HE

(12) l/t11 1nRE+/p(detE+)

6. U
(Gm)p ----+ (Gm)F

conullute where 6. is thc diagonal ell1beclding of (Gm)F. By construction, Hg is a sllbgrollp
of GSp( Be(a)) for any a and cOl1tains Ti! in a natural way. This cOll1pletes our construction
of the unitary part of He.
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(1.7) Proposition: Each GSp(2n, F)-co1ljugacy dass 0/ the stable GSp(2n )-conjugacy
do,ss C contains CL tonts obtained by confugating TC within He.

(1.8) Corollary: There is a bijection /rom, the stable Hc-conj7tgacy dass 0/ TC modulo
c01ljugation in Hc(F) to the quotient C rnod7tlo conjugation in GSp(2n, F).

Thc corollary is an obvious conscqucnce of the proposition. For thc proof of the proposition,
recall that H 1 (F, TC) = ker{ H I (F, TC) --7H 1(F, GS p(2n))) paralnetrizes the GS p( 2n, F)
conjugacy classes of C anel ker (H 1 (F, TC) --7H 1

( F, He )) parall1etrizes the He (F )-conju
gacy classes in the stahle He-conjugacy dass of TC. We are thcrcfore rcduced to show
that H I (F, He) is trivial.
This is a problelu on the unitary part of He only. 80 we are recluced to the unitary

case E = U. But by (10) anel (11), the kernel Hg) of thc sinlilaJ:i ty character p. H of
He is in this case a product of special linear groups. The long exact sequence associateel

to 1--7Hg) --7H c~ (Gm) F ------r 1 now shows that H 1
( F, He) is in fact trivial. This

c0111pletes the proof.

(1.9) There is actually in the uni tary case E = U, too, a natural way to construct a
set of representatives of tori as in the proposition. This is bascd on the cnlbeddings of
TC given by the synlplectic fornls Bc(a) of (1.6)(9), and was first observed by \~Teissauer.

We first describe the tori. Adopting the notation of (1.6), recall that BE(aE)(:c, y) =
-trE/F(aE'xAy) for a11 x, y in E. Changing thc basis e+, e_ of E over E+ by diag(l, bE) in
GL 2 (E+) thus transfonns BE (aE) into BE (a E bE ). Moreover, it clearly means conjugating
GSp(BE (aE)) by eliag( 1, bE ). 8witching fronl the single fac tors of the product Ac to Ac
itself, we consider the tori

Tc(b) = (Illt G~)) T

\vhere b = (... ,bE , ... ) is any unit of A~, and T is the inlage of the torus TC under
the cnlbcdding into GSp(Bc(a)) afforclccl by Bc(a). Note that Tc(b) is contained in
G5p(Bc(ab)).

\"\Te clai111 that the tori Tc(b), with b running through a set of representatives of HI (F, TC),
fornl a set of representatives of C nl0dulo conjugacy as describecl in (1.8).

Reca11 for the proof that the conjugacy classes of tori within C correspond to the eleluents

of H 1 (F,TC). The long exact sequence associated to 1--7T2})--7TC~(Gm)F--71
shows that HI (F, TC) is a quotient of nc(E+)*. Any elell1ent ß of H 1 (F, TC) is thus
represented by an invertible element b = (... , bE , ... ) in At. There exists ~ = (... ,~E, ... )

in nc (Gm)E(F) such that b is the nonn of~. Then h = diag(l, b) . ~-l is in Hg). For all
a in the absolute Galois group over E+ wc have ßE,CT = h"E/ . a(h E ) = ~E' a(~E)-l. Thus

(ßCT) gives a 1-cocycle in Tb1
) which represents Tc(b) and luaps to ß in H1(F,TC). This

cOIllpletes the proof.

2. The results for GSp(4): In this section we first specialize the results of section
1 to the case of GSp(4). NIore precisely, we want to describe the situation for stable
conjugacy classes C in GSp(4) which havc a unitary part in the sense of se~tion 1, and
which are not containecl in a proper Levi factor of GSp(4). For these classes C we analyze
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in addition the space Hc(F) \ GS])(4, F) / GSp(4,0 F ). It is relllarkable that these quotients
becolne very siInple.

Checking now the possibilities in the classification explained in section 1, we find that
thel'e are exactly two types of stable cOlljugacy classes C as above: either the nliniInal
polynolllial of the class splits in two irreducible factors over F 01' the n1inilnal polynonlial
of C is irreducible. In the first case wc get tori of type T 3A , in thc second case basic tori.
Their construction is reviewed below.

(2.1) Description of the group Hand the tori TE,L of type T 3A : \\Te cover now
the first of the two possibilities listed abovc. So let the nlinilual polynornial of C split in
two irreduciblc factors. \\Te obtain in this way a pair ~ = (E, L) of quadratic extensions of
F. By (1.4)(7) thc lnaxitnal F-torus associatecl to Gf is thc F-subtorus cletenninccl by

(1) TE,L(F) = {(;r,y) E E* x L* : NE/P(x) = NL/F(y)}

of the F-torus RE / F (Gm)E x R L / F (Gm)/" in GLF(E) x GLp(L). By (1.6)(11),(12) we
get

(2) H(F) = H~(F) = { (h, 11.') E GLF(E) x GLF(L) : clet h = det h'}.

Vole now construct a specific elllbeclcling of H in GSp(4). Fix norn1alized primitive elen1ellts
JA of E and VB of Lover F, so that A ancl Bare representatives in F of F* /(F*)2 which
both have orders 0 or 1. We take 1E, 1L, JA, VB as symplectic orthonormal basis. Then
H(F) consists of all matrices of the fonn

. (a b) I (al b')
wIth h = cd' h = c' 4'(3) [h h']= (~~I ~~)

, c 0 d 0
o c' 0 d'

in GLF(E) X GLF(L) satisfying the sYlnplecticity condition clet h = clet 11.'. \,Ve will prove
in section 5 the following

(2.2) Theorenl: Each double coset 01 H(F)\GSp( 4, F)/GSp(4,0 F) contains a uniqne
ele7nent 01 the 10r1n

g(l) = (~2

with either / = 0 or I = 1r-
l and e> 0 any natural number.

(2.3) Description of the groups H~ and the basic tori Tb(~): In this section we cover
the scconcl type of stahle conjugacy classes of lnaxirnal F-tori in GSp(4) described above.
Recall that any of these is associatecl to a pair ~ = (E, (j E) consisting of an extension E
ovel' F of degree foul' which has a non-trivial involution (jE. By (1.6)(11) we now have

(4)

\Ve construct again a specific embedding of this group into GSp(4). Write E = E+( Vi5).
Let JA be a normalized priInitive elelnent over F of the fixed field E+ of (jE. Choosing a
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basis symplectic with respect to a fOrIl1 Be(a.) for that trE/F(aVi5) i= 0 as in [S, A.19.8],
thc group He(F) enlbeds as the subgroup of GSp(4, F) of a11 matrices of the form

(5) 0.1

A - 1
C2

A - 1Cl

Vve relllark that the torus associated to ~ is the basic torus Tb (~) = {x E E* : lVE / E+ (x) E
F* } 1 as defined in (1.3) (4). \~Te wi 11 prove in section 6 the fo11owing

(2.4) Theorell1: Let He = He (F) \ C;Sp(4, F) j GSp(4,0 F) and for all I! 2:: 1 let

g( C) = (~2 S~~) ) with S(C) = (1f~( ~).

1f E+ is u1lramified ouer F, a set of rcprcsentatiucs for He i.q givcn by E 4 and g( I!) with
e2:: 1. 11 E+ is ramified over P, each double coset of He contains a ullique element of the
forrn g( I!) with e2:: 1.

3. A technique for calculating orbital integrals: In this section we indicate briefly
which role the groups He constructeel in (1.5) anel (1.6) nlay play in calculating orbital
integrals. So let TC be the image under any fixed embedding into GSp(2n) of the torus con
structeel in (1.4), and let s bc a regular, F-rational elClllcnt of TC. Let 1( = GSp(2n, 0 F).

For any Hecke operator f on GSp(2n' l F) one has by [Wa I, p.477, A 1.2) and [KoGL,
p.361f]

(1)

1 (1 0 Aelx- l )(h- 1 sh) dj~
Tc\Hc

where we identify the groups with their F-rational points, anel measures are suitably
normalized.
In some sense, this is aseries expansion of an orbital integral on GSp(2n, F) by a family
of orbital integrals on the group Hc(F). The group He is sIna11er and in addition ernbeds
into a product of \\Teil restrictions of GL(2). On the other hand, the functions in thc
orbital integrals on H c(F) l1lay becolne considerably 1110re complicated. Thc support of
f oAd X-I is supp(foAd X-I) = He n( Adx)(supp(f)) = H cnx ·supp(f) ·x- 1

. Furthennorc,
f 0 Ad X-I is bi-invariant under He n x . 1( . x-I, a group in general different fronl the
lnaxilnal conlpact subgraup of He (F).

4. Calculating the GSp(4)-orbital integral O,,(T(Jr)) for s in a torus oftype T3A :

vVe want to show next that the abstract technique introduced in section 3 is a tool for
calculating orbital integrals for the groups of sYlnplectic sinlilitudes. For this it is crucial
to havc a set of concrete representatives of the space Hc(F)\GSp(2n, F)jGSp(2n: 0 F)'
Given the results of (2.2) and (2.4), we therefore consider the group of synlplectic sinlil
it udes in four variables G = GS p(4) . \~echoase the Hecke operator T (Jr) defined as
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eharaeteristic function of the double eoset ]( . diag(E2 , JrE 2 ) . ]( with 1( = GSp(4,0 F)'

\Ve will furthennore aSSUllle that the loeal field F has odd residue characteristic.

(4.1) Enlbeddings of tori of type T 3A : We want to choose the senüsilnple eleIllcnt s
in tori TE,L of type T 3A which we introclucecl in (2.1). Hut there is a problelll since TE,L

n1ay have two different non-conjugate elnbeelelings into GSp(4). For this, recall that the
111unber of cn1beddings of TE~L into C;Sp(4) up to conjugacy cquals the nun1ber of conjugacy
classes within the stable conjugacy class of TE,L. Recall furthermore, that this last set is
parallletrized by thc kernel of the naturallllap froll1 H 1 (F, TE, L) into H 1 (F, G). Since
H 1(F, GSp(4)) is trivial this kernel is H1 (F, TE~L) itself. But in the 10ca1 case, H1 (F, TE,L)

is by dass field theory trivial for E #- Land cyclic of order two for E = L.
A set of representatives of the eonjugacy classes of F -elnbeeldings of TE,L into GSp(4) was
deten11ined explicitly in [5, §llB]. They take their values in H, in accorclance with (1.7).
\Ve fix the F-rational, semisilnple elclnent s in the image T of TE,L under any of these, so
that

[( a bD-
l

A) (a' b'B)] [(A) (A' )](1) s = [sE,sd = bD a'b' a' J'OV F J.l' p'

where D = 1 in the stable ease E #- L anel where D E {I, e} ~ F* /lVEI p(E*) in the
unstable case E = L. With this notation we have

(4.2) Theorelu: Let the resid'lLe characteristie 01 thc loeal field F be odd and let s as in
(1) be reg'll,lar in GSp(4).

Neeessary eonditions for the GSp(4)-orbital integral Os(T(Jr)) to bc nonzero are: the sim
ilanty faetor J.l( s) has order 1 in F} the fields E and L are eq'll,al} and are both ramified
ovcr F.

1f these conditions are satisfied, we haue

where we ]Jut JD (s) = 1 if -bD/b' is a quadratie resid'lte modulo JrCJ Fand JD( s) = 0
otherwise, where N = ord F((A + p) - (/\' + p')), and ~F(e) = 1/(1 - q-l) is the zeta
f'll,netioll of F eual'll,ated at I!.

Renlarks: Taking for grallteel the valiclity of the "fundalllentallelllllla", I(ottwitz [Ko5]
was ahle to express the cardinality of the F p-rational points of the lnoduli space of prin
cipally polarized Abelian varieties of dinlellsion 9 with level f\l strueture as an adelie
GSp(2g )-orbital integral. The Hecke operator in this integral is of the fornl f(p) . T(p)
with j(p) the eharaeteristie funetiol1 outside p of a certain eongruence subgrollp. Dur
ealculation idelltifies now the following terms in the clliptic part of the trace fonnula:
the (tlnstabili zed) eontribution froln the loeal 01'bi tal integrals over T (rr) at the regular
eleluents in tori of type T 3A.
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The K-orbital integral to s on GSp(4) is up to a sign the difference of thc orbital integrals
to the two conjugates of s. In analogy to the conjectural "fundarnenta.l lenuna" we thus
get

~(s)· O:(T(Jr)) = SO~(T(O,Jr))

with transfer factor .6 (s) = ± 1Ap t
1 /2 . I ( ,\ /'\' - 1) . ("\' / ,,\ - 1) . (p / A' - 1) . (,,\' / p - 1) 1

1 / 2 .

~F(lV)/~F(l) = ±l("\ +p) - (,\, + fl')I· ~F(lV)/~F(l), and with T(O, Jr) as in (4.3)(4) below.

The proof of (4.2) will fill up the rest of this section. \"le will apply the techniques clescribecl
in section 3 ernphasizing thc structure of our calculations.

(4.3) The operators T(C, Jr) and the groups H(f): V·.,re first give nan1CS to the concepts
introcluccd in section 3 anel then analyze their structure. Define for an integcrs f 2:: °
(2a) z(O) = E4 ,

(2b) (C) (0 Jr- eE2) (--f'.) (0 rr-fE'}.) .1 lX~ (0 1) e
- z = E

2
° 9 Jr . = E

2
Jr-tvv wlt 1 '11 = 1 ° ' 2:: 1,

(3) H(e) = H(F) nz(e) .]( . z(e)-l,

(4) T(C, Jr) = T(Jr) 0 (Acl Z(C)-l) IH(F) E 'H.(H(F), H(I!)).

The family of all z(I!) isagain a set of represent atives for H (F) \ GSp(4, F) / ](. We rnoclificcl
the elements g( f) since in this way we get a clearer picture of the groups H (F) n x-I .]( . x

and the supports of the pullbacks of T( Jr). \~TC cliscuss their structure in the next block of
three results

(4.3.1) Proposition: For (Lny C2: 0, the S7tpIJort 0/ T( C, Jr) is

supp(T(e,1T)) = H(e)· [(~ ~) ,(; ~)] . H(e)

and supp(T( e, Jr)) ~ supp(T( e* ,Jr)) ~ supp(T(O, Jr)) for alt e> e*.

(4.3.2) Leullua: Let pr be the projection 0/ H(F) onto its first GL(2)-/actor. Then fOT
all e 2: 0, the seq'll,ence

is exactJ where r (e) is the principal congruence s1.lbgro1.lp 0f S L (2, 0 F) 0/ level Jr l. Fu r
thermore

H (I!) = {[X, Y"] E H (0 F) : )( == IV Y (fiod 1T
l 0 F ) } ,

where Wy = (Ad vF)(Y) = Hl . :V . Hl- 1 with Hl is w~ in (2b).

(4.3.3) Syulluetrizatioll by the alltolll0rphism 1 X <P of H: Define

(5) (1 X <I»([h,h']) = (Ad([E2 ,Hl])) ([h,h']) = [h,(AdvV)(h')] = [h,<I>(h')].

Then H4>(€) = (1 X ip)(H(€)) = {[.X-, Y"] E H(OF) : .X- == Y"(n10elrr l OF)} anel the support
of the pullback of T (e, Jr) by 1 x <I> is H 4> (e) . [diag( 1, Jr), q.i ag(1, Jr )] . H 4> (e) .
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For the proofs we note that a straightforwal'cl calculation gives (4.3.2). To prove (4.3.1)
we first inclicate a general strategy to deterrnine the H( e)-double cosets Cin the support
of the puH-back f 0 (Ad z( C)-l) to H(F) of a Hecke operator f.
Choose a representative of C\vhose firs t GL (2 )-conlponent is a diagonalluatrix diag(al , d1 )

with pure rr-powers 0.1, d1 and ord al ~ ord cl1 . We have to decide when }~l,S = z(C)-l .
[diag(0.1, dd, diag(d l , GI)' S]· z( e) is in the support of f, where S is chosen in SL(2, F)jf( C).
Using the filtration f(e+ 1) ~ f( C) ~ f(O) one deals with this problem iteratively, starting
with e= O. For efixed, the first step is to decide for which paralueters Ye,s has entries in
oF. For these, as the second step, one then detenuines the elenlentary divisors.
Let f = T( n} Then 0.1 = 1, cl1 = rr ilnply that Yt,s has entries in 0 F only if S is in f(e).

(4.4) Necessary conditions on $: A necessary condition for each of the orbital in
tegrals considered to be nonzero is that the silnilarity factor J-l( s) has the salue oreler 1 as
fL(T(rr)). Recall that I-t(s) = 0.

2 - b~A = (a'? - (b')2 B. By Hensel's lenuua Il($) there
fore has order 1 onl)' if the following conditions are satisfied: ord A = orcl B = 1, oreI a,
ord 0.' 2:: 1, anel b, b' are both units. V/e asslllne froln now on that these conditions are
fulfilled. Note that in this case, E anel L are ramified over F.
Finally we show that E and L are in fact equal, an observation due to \~Teseln1Cmn. To
see this, recall that the quadratic extensions of F are paralnetrized by the three cosets in
F* j (F*? different froll1 the identity. Under this correspondence, the ralnified quadratic
extensions of F are associated to the two cosets represented by rr allel C. rr respectively
where Cis a non-square in k(F). Asslune that E and L are different, and that A = Jr ancl
B = C. Jr. The two equations for p,(.s) itl1ply that 0.

2 - (a'? = (b2 - (b'? . c) . Jr. Since b
anel b' are both units, reduction luod JrO F shows that b2 - (b')2 . cis also a unit. Since the
order of 0.

2
- (0.')2 is at least two, we conclllde that A = B.

In order to calculate the orbi tal integrals O!j (T (e, rr)) we will use al1 iterative procedure.
This is based on the support filtration (4.3.1). The key step is establishing (4.5).

(4.5) Proposition: The support {h E H(F) : T(O, Jr)(h-1sh) f:. O} 0/ O~(T(O,rr)) ~s

T(OF)\H(OF) = {T(OF)' h: hE H(OF)}.

Our proof of this proposition is basecl on the fact that 9n = diag(l, Jrn) for n 2:: 0 fonn a
set of representatives of r(F)\GL(2, F)jGL(2, 0 F), when r is the torus RE/F (Gm)E in
GL(2).
Fix [h,h'] in the support set. By (4.3.1), (4.3.2) each factar of [h- 1SEh, (h,)-lS/.,h'] is in
C= GL(2,OF)diag(1,Jr)GL(2,OF). \Vriting h = t9nk with t in E* ancl k in GL(2,OF)
it follows that g;;1 S E971 is in C. Since b is a unit, an explicit calculation shows that this
ilnplies n = O.
By construction, y = t-1h'k- 1 is in SL(2,F) anel we have T(O,Jr)([h,h']-l. s· [h,h')) =
T(O,Jr)([SE,y-1SLY))' As above, y = t'k' with t' in L* = E* and k' in GL(2,Op). Then
t' is a uni t, so that its entries al'e in 0 F. Hence y is in S L(2,°F ). Thc reverse inclusion
can be checked.

(4.6) The nUlllbers R( e, s): Far e 2:: 1, let

(6) R(€,s) = #{Y E SL(2,OpjJr l OF): [sS,y-1SLY] E supp(T(e,Jr))}
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so that R(e,s) is the nuruber of y in SL(2,OF/trlOF) such that [SE,y-l sLy] is in the
support of T( e, tr).

Note that we ielentify S L(2, 0 F / tr t 0 F ) wi th SL(2, 0 F ) /r(C). vVe further choose the k(F)
space (1, tr, ... , tr i - t ) generated by 1, tr, . .. ,7f

t - 1 as section for 0 F / triO F in 0 F.

In this interpretation, each coset of H ((') F ) / H (C) contains a unique eleruent of the fonn
[l,y] with y in SL(2,CJF/tr t CJ F ). So we get by (4.5) anel §3(1) with the notations intro
duced above

(4.7) Proposition: The orbital integrals Os(T(e,Jr)) on Hand Os(T(Jr)) on GSp(4)
have the Jollowing expre ..~sions

vol/-l (H (e) )
Os (T (C, tr)) = ( ) R(e, s),

VOlT T(CJF)

volc(GSp(4,OF)) ( L )
Os(T(tr)) = (( )) [EL: E] + R.(/!,s) .

VOlT T (') F (>0

(4.8) Characterizing R(e, s) by co ngruence conditio ns: The fonnulas in (4.7) rc
duce the calculation of the orbital integrals 08(T(tr, C)), anel so of Os(T(7f)), to calculating
the ntunbers R( C, s). Analyzing (6), it seelns natural to look for congruence conditions
which characterize the elements y countecl by R(C, s). For this, let P = cliag(l, tr), so that
SE = hEP for hE in GL(2,Op). Let y be in SL(2,OF/trt OF), taken as set ofrepresenta
tives for S L(2, 0 F) /r( C) as describecl above. Then [s E, y-l SLY] is in the support of T( e, Jr)
if and only if

(7) ~(y-1SLY) Ef(C)-SE-f(C) ~ (;7;)
The order conditions hold only for the elernents

JrU(F) )
trOF .

(8a) Y(w,ß,J) = (~ ß) with
wß-1,= S

whose entries satisfy the order conditions

(8b) ( (-1)wE Jr, ... ,tr ,

They are defined by the intersection of three quaclrics in the affine space of dirnension foul'
over OF/JrlOF: 111ultiply Y, with entries narned as in (8), by w - sJA on the left and let
6.(Y) = w2

- 82 A, z(Y) = w, - oßA. \~Te obtain

(
a' + zb' b' 6. )

(9) <I>(y-1sLY) = b'(A - z2)
LS a' - zb' .

Their entries have orders as in (7) only if ord.6. = 1 and ord z 2: 1. These conditions
characterizc the elenlents Y· (w, ß, S).

vVe break our calculation of R(C, s) into two steps. First wc count by congruence relations
the quadrics described above, then we count the points in the "fibres" ,i.e. count the points
on any of these quadrics.
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(4.8.1) Counting the nunlber of quadrics: By construction <p(1/~-lSLY~)P-l has
entries in CJ F for all Y = Y(w, ß, 0'). Thus the following criterion applies to cletenuine for
which (.6., z) the r(e)-double cosets of <I>(1/-1SL1/) anel $E = hEP are equal.

Lenll11a: Let g'} g" be in GL(2, 0 F). Then f( e) .g' p. r(f!) = r( e) .g" P . r(e) if and only
if there is ß in 7f e-1 k (F) s'uch that

, "(1
9 =- 9 0 n(mod r(€)).

\\Te leave the proof to the reader. The congruences of the le1uma in the present situation
are eqllivalent to a - a'(rllod JrcCJF), 0 =- z(ruocl7f"O p) and

.6._Ab C
.6.0 = - = -- (nl0d 7f 0 F),

7f 7fD b'

In this case, the values lUOel JrfO F of .6.0 , z are completcly detenuincel. Since ord z 2:: ewe
obtain (b/b')2 _ 1(1110d 7fl).

Note that a =- a'(Illod1T l OF) iIllplies b2 =(b')2(Ill0d1T l OF) and thus b =- eb'(luod1T l OF)
because of (4.4). Thus we get congruence conditions in a = (,,\ + /1)/2 and a' = (A' + /1')/2
only.

(4.8.2) Counting the nUlllber of points in the ftbres: ""..re count, as a second step,
thc nUlllber of points on each of thc quadrics above. It is weH known, that for a Sll100th
affine variety V over 0 F, the fibres of thc natural maps V( 0 F/Jri+l 0 F)--+V( 0 F/JriO F)
have carclinality #k(F)dim \I, for all i 2:: 1. The foHowing result, provecl by showing that
the Jacobian has full rank, now givcs thc "fibre terms" of our counting argument and thus
cOlnpletes the proof of (4.2).

Lenll11a: FOT z in 7fOF} Y in rrU(F) and .6.0 in U(F), let Q. be the zero set of .6.0 =
rr- 1 (w 2 - O'2 y), Z = w, -O'ßY} 1 = wß - S, in the four-dirnensional affine space. Then
Q. is a smooth variety aver 0 Fand

# {( ß r ) Q (0 / lO ). W =- O(mOd7fOF),} _ {2' (#k(F))l _y
rr

.60 EU(F?
w, ,u" E • F rr F· r d O( 1 0) -

o r nl0e 1T F 0
otherwise.

5. Prüof of Theorelll (2.2): For the proof fix the Borel group of GSp(4) \vhich con
sists of all Inatrices such that for each of theIn thc two by two matrix in its lower left hand
corner is zero, and the two by two nlatrix in its upper left hand corner is upper triangular.
Using the Iwasawa decoluposition of GSp(4, F) one now starts with representatives in this
Borel subgroup of G5p(4, F). Multiplying on thc Ieft by suitable upper triangular Inatl'ices
in H (F) they can be nlodified to representatives of the fornl h ((L, b, 0) in the Heisenberg
subgroup of GSp(4, F) consisting of all1uatrices

( O~lh(a, b, c) =

13

a

1
o
o

C b)b 0
1 0
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with a, b, c in F. Since h(O, 0, c) is in H(F) for a11 c in F, the relations

h(a,b,O)· h(a',b',O) = h(a+a',b+b',ab' -a'b),

h(O, 0, -c) . h(a, b, c) = h(a, b, 0)

show that one Inay in fact choose representatives g( a, b) = h(a, b, 0) with a, b in the k(F)
space (... ,rr-2 , /T-l). Here we fo11ow a suggestion of \~Teissauer for simplifying our original
proof.

\'\Te reduce to pure rr-powers a and b: Let 0' = ua and ß = wb for units u und 1.V in U(F).
Then the following 1uatrix is in GSp(4,°F)

9 -1 (er, ß) [(tl~V n,(~~)]9 (a, b) = diag (1l1O, W, 1, ll).

So g(o:,ß) anel g(a,b) are in the sanle coset of H(F)\GSp(4, F)/GSp(4, OF).

By the Salue reasoning we reducc further to reprcsentativcs g( f) = g( 0, f): In the case
ord b ::; ord a

b) ( ao ' b- 1 ~ ) ] g(a, b) = ( ~~
-1
o

ab- 1

b-1 !D
is an element of GSp(4, CJ F). For ord a < ord b

~ ~ )~b.)
o -1 _a- 1

is in GSp(4, CJ F). To prove independence, aSSlllue that g(a) anel g(ß) are in the smue
coset. This is equivalent to the existencc of h in H (F) such that hg(a) . GSp(4, °F) =
g(ß) . GSp(4, CJ F). Taking iluages of this GSp(4, CJ F )-coset undel' each element of a dual
basis one obtains foul' equalities of ideals in 0 F. They translate into foul' conclitions on
the orders of the entries of hg(a) anel g(ß). Distinguishing aß = 0 and aß f:. 0 one checks
that a anel ß have the salue orders and thus are in fact equal.

6. Proof of Theorenl (2.4): One starts again with representatives in the Borel sub
group of GSp(4, F) which was clescribed in the preceelil1g section. Their conlponents
in the Levi factor {cliag(A, )/A) : A E GL(2, F), A E F*} can be reduced to 1uatri
ces cliag(ge,ge1

), where ge = diag{l,/T t
) with e 2 °form a set of represel1tativcs of

(E+)*\GL{2, F)/GL(2, 0 F)' Because of

( ~Ol ~ ~~ b:~) (~ ~I ~~Y ~~z) = (~ ~I
o 0 1 0 0 0 rr- f ° 0

we can choose representatives with y = z = O. After ll1ultiplying froll1 the right by a
suitable ullipotent nlatrix in GSp(4,0F) we can asslllne x in (... , /T-2 , rr-1) and obtain
the 1natrices g( €, x).
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\-\Te now show that \ve can achieve e= 0: For e2:: 1
-c 0 0

~)g(e,o)= U 0 -1

1)g(O, tr-l)-t C! rr- t 0 1 0
0 rr c 0 rr t

A- 1 0 Jrc 0 A -1 JrC 0

o
1
o

zA- 1

o
o

-1
o

is in GSp(4, 0 F ). V'..re rechlce to pure rr-powers by the calculation

(
E 0) (y - ux 0)

g(O, X)-l 0
2

tlE
2

g(O, y) =:2 ~E2 0 .

The calculatian

-y 0 ) (o -VA g(O, y) = E2

Ez 0
o ° )°-VA

E2

eventually shows that representatives of 'He are of the fann E4 = g(O,O) and g( e) =
g(O, rr- l ) with C2:: 1 for orel A = 0, i.c., for E+ unralnificd over F, anel g( C) with e2:: 1 for
ordA = 1.
To check their independence is tcdious, but straightforward given thc lllethod indicatcd in
§5.
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